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Stockholm Furniture and Light Fair

REVIEW
Kasthall developed a three-dimensional technique for tufting its
Field and Madison (pictured) rugs, designed by Maja Johansson.
Field offers a choice of two stripe widths while Madison offers grids.

Scandinavian
shop window
Carl Hansen & Son introduced the Botanical and Oceania rug
collections, each with two designs by Naja Utzon Popov. Kiri
from the Botanical range is pictured with the CH25 chair.

Visitors from more than 60 countries
flocked to Stockholm
The number of overseas visitors to the Stockholm
Furniture and Light Fair (7-11 February) rose 6.5% to
10,000 as the show reinforced its position as the
largest meeting place for Scandinavian design. Next
year’s show takes place from 6-10 February.
Visit: www.stockholmfurniturefair.com

Maze Interior’s Nancy, by Louise
Hederström, is a bench made from
perforated sheet metal with a
naturally tanned leather seat and
features two storage shelves

Republic of Fritz Hansen updated Arne Jacobsen’s 1965 Oxford chair, with a revised back
and five modern colours

Flötotto debuted its first upholstery design: Otto, by Claesson Koivisto Rune. The sofa is
available as a two, two and a half and three-seater, with an oiled oak frame.
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Stockholm Furniture and Light Fair

Luca Nichetto combined Swedish and Italian influences for Fogia’s Jord upholstery. The
base is walnut and the integrated table can have an optional marble top.

Carpet Concept’s Eco Cut 4m width carpet or tiles combine the
character of a soft loop pile carpet with the design possibilities
of flat weaving technology in a choice of two patterns in 29
colours

Steel by Göhlin debuted its first outdoor pieces: Chair No 1 Outdoor and the Saturnus
table, with a laser cut pattern on the seat, backrest and tabletop, inspired by nature and
the elements, such as the sun, stars and seeds.
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Northern Lighting
launched the
Balancer adjustable
floor lamp in
powder coated
steel designed by
Yuue

Design House Stockholm’s Torso chair, by Lisa Hilland, has a woven leather back, as the design gently flirts with the Swedish craft tradition
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